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Abstract: This paper presents the dynamics of quality costs in an Indian manufacturing 

company. A system dynamics model is developed for this purpose. The new features of 

the model are: a) time dependent deterioration process, b) formation of quality perception, 

and c) market reaction. The effects of investments on quality activities are experimented 

by simulation runs. A number of policy runs presented in this paper quantifies the extents 

of such investments in order to achieve the best possible results.  
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1.   Introduction 

 

This paper presents dynamic modeling for quality cost in a manufacturing environment. 

System dynamics modeling is made use of to capture the dynamics of different quality 

cost categories. Appraisal activities can detect the problems and sort out the defects from 

outgoing products whereas; prevention activities can eliminate root causes of quality 

problems. The need is to commit for long-term policies of improvement 

investments/efforts. System dynamics methodology makes this possible. System dynamics 

enables the understanding of how things change through time and how a system can be 

influenced through the changes in policies and structure of the system. Specifically, in this 

study, system dynamics helps in understanding the impact of prevention and appraisal 

efforts on failure reduction through improvement initiatives. 

     The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a review of relevant 

literature on quality improvement and quality costs, quality cost models, dynamics of 

quality costs, and on system dynamics – the methodology used in this paper to model the 

quality costs. Section 3 gives the details of the model structure developed. The structure of 

the model is described in terms of quality perception, market reaction to quality, and 

quality in manufacturing process. Section 4 gives the validation of the model. The policy 

experimentation details are presented in section 5. Finally, Section 6 presents the 

conclusions and the scope for further work.   

 2.   Review of Relevant Literature 

2.1  Quality Improvement and Quality Costs 

Quality cost is a measure of quality improvement efforts. According to Garvin [1], quality 

improvement requires focused efforts on quality program, policies and attitudes, 

information system, product design, production and work force policies, and efficient 

vendor management so as to reduce defects and field failures. Garvin [2] had measured 

quality in two ways: by the incidence of internal and of external failures. This measure is 

formally known as cost of poor quality or simply quality cost. The use of quality cost 

information as a driver for a QI initiative serves as an excellent tool for focusing and 

tracking quality improvement efforts [3].  
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2.2  Quality Cost Models 

Many economic and mathematical models have been developed and proposed to address 

the nature and significance of the Cost of Quality (COQ) [4].  Plunkett and Dale [5] and 

Bajpai and Willey [6] mentioned that there is a clear need to develop a model that can 

explain the following: (a) changing quality perceptions, (b) short term and long term cost 

benefits, (c) difference between appraisal and prevention in their effects on quality, and 

(d) position of optimum quality cost with quality improvement. Desai [7] had 

demonstrated a cost of quality approach for a small and medium-size enterprise. Chopra et 

al. [8] had found out behavior patterns of different quality costs in order to allocate 

resources in an efficient manner. Tsai et al. [9] developed a hybrid model to demonstrate 

how an optimal COQ model can be selected by an organization. 

2.3  Dynamics of Quality Costs 

Customer expectations are increasing at an annual rate of 5 to 7 percent [10]. If quality is 

not improved at this rate, a degradation of quality will be felt over time. Schneiderman 

[11] asserts that quality is not a stable property. Nath [12] expresses similar views in 

stating that improving quality means we are to work against the natural force of ‘entropy’. 

It is because quality naturally drifts towards deterioration with time. Dynamic models 

should, therefore, consider internal as well as market conditions. Quality improvement 

dynamics also comes from long and short-term considerations with time lag between 

investments/efforts and its results.  Angell and Chandra [3] proposed a multilevel model 

tracing the impact of investment in prevention and appraisal activities on key performance 

results such as sales revenue, manufacturing and inventory costs and quality failure costs. 

In order to consider both feedback and dynamic aspects, system dynamics based 

simulation models appear to be appropriate. Behdad et al. [13] made use of system 

dynamics modeling to model cost of quality. They found that that prevention costs have 

the maximum effects. A brief introduction to system dynamics is given in the next section. 

2.4  System Dynamics 

Forrester [14] pioneered the system dynamics concepts. He stated that system dynamics is 

a theory of structure and behavior of systems that helps to analyze and represent, 

graphically and mathematically, the interactions governing the dynamic behavior of 

complex socio-economic systems. We can change the structure and policies to see the 

changes in the behavior. In developing system dynamics models, it is important to 

remember that there is no unique model for a real system. Refer also Mohapatra et al [15].  

3.   Model Structure 

Burgess [17, 18] has developed a pioneering system dynamics model for quality cost 

system. Repenning [19], Sterman et al. [20], and Sterman [16] carried out important 

studies on the dynamics of process improvement. Yacout et al. [21] and Estrop et al. [22] 

have shown by computer simulation the cost-effectiveness of quality improvement.  The 

present system dynamics study draws ideas from these important contributions. For 

example time dependent deterioration is taken from Sterman et al. [20] and system 

dynamics modeling of COQ in manufacturing from Burgess [17].  

     The model developed is for a bearing manufacturing company in India to learn the 

quality cost dynamics in relation to the improvement initiatives. The initial values for the 

model are taken from the starting year of the quality cost system (1993-94). The period of 

simulation run is 96 months (8 years).  Identification of the various elements in the model 
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is carried out on the basis of literature review, practical experience, and brain storming. 

Relationships among the variables are established through cause and effect analysis and, 

accordingly, proper linkages are made in the model. 

3.1  Description of the System 

Any manufacturing process produces some defective parts along with the non-defective 

parts. Left to itself, a process deteriorates with time. It can be maintained or improved 

through the prevention efforts. Appraisal efforts can detect the defective parts and screen 

them out. But it cannot improve the process capability or eliminate the cause of defective 

production.  The amount of prevention and appraisal costs depends on management 

policies.  Simulation needs be carried out for different policies for quality activities in an 

organization with varying degree of prevention and appraisal activities. The model is 

divided into three sectors viz, a) development of quality perception, b) market reaction to 

quality, and c) Quality in manufacturing process. 

3.2 Modeling Quality Perceptions 

In this sector, quality perception of the customer is modeled as a combined effect of 

product quality, lead-time, and on time delivery. There is always a time lag between 

changes in percentage defective items, lead-time, or delivery time and formation of their 

perceptions in the mind of customer. The flow diagram of the sector is shown in Figure 1.  

     Perceived quality (perceiveq) is a function of effective values of defects (effdpq), 

effective lead-time (effltpq), and effective on time delivery (effotdpq). The effective 

variables are defined as graph function values of perceived defects (perdef), perceived 

lead-time (pleadtim) and perceived on time delivery (potd) respectively. Each of the level 

variables, namely, perceived defects, perceived lead-time, and perceived on-time delivery, 

has a rate associated with it. These are change in perceived defect (rpq), change perceived 

lead time (cinldt), and change in perceived on time delivery (cinotd). Values are formed 

according to the following relationships: 

perdef(t) = perdef(t - dt) + (rpq) * dt (With INIT perdef = 70) (1) 

rpq = (dund-perdef)/timtoc (2) 

pleadtim(t) = pleadtim(t - dt) + (cinldt) * dt  (With INIT pleadtim = 4) (3) 

cinldt = (alt-pleadtim)/ttq (4) 

potd(t) = potd(t - dt) + (cinotd) * dt  (With INIT potd = 0.4) (5) 

cinotd = (effotd-potd)/ttq2 (6) 

     These perceptions on individual components have different effects on perceived 

quality. The effects of perceived defects, perceived lead-time, and perceived on-time 

delivery on perceived quality are expressed in the following relation: 
perceiveq = effdpq*effltpq*effotdpq (7) 
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Legend: 

desotd: Desired on 

time delivery  

potd: Perceived on-

time-delivery 

cmotd: Change in on 

time delivery 

pleadtim: Perceived 

lead time 

perceiveq:  Perceived 

quality 

alt: Actual lead time 

perdef: Perceived 

defect 

effotdpq: Effective on 

time delivery 

dslt: Desired lead 

time 

ttq: Time to change 

perception 

effdpq: Effective 

values of defects 

effltpq: Effective lead 

time 

Figure 1: Flow Diagram for Quality Perception 

3.3  Modeling Market Reaction to Quality 

The market reaction comes from the buying decisions of customers arising from quality 

expectations of the customer and the existing perception on the quality of products and 

services from the company. The flow diagram of this sector is shown in Figure 2. The 

perceived quality (perceiveq) and customers’ quality expectations (expq) are changing 

with time. Customers’ quality expectations are increasing at an annual rate of 5 to 7% as 

already discussed. We are considering a growth of quality expectation (grothr) of 7% per 

year considering fast changing Indian bearing market. Thus: 

Following relationships are used in the model: 
expq(t) = expq(t - dt) + (rcqe) * dt     (With INIT expq = 0.5) (8) 

rcqe = expq*grothr/12  (9) 

gap = expq-perceiveq   (10) 

mkts(t) = mkts(t - dt) + (cmkts) * dt      (With INIT mkts = 5) (11) 

cmkts = (maxgap-gap)*fraction  (12) 

where ‘maxgap’ is maximum value of ‘gap’ beyond which gap cannot influence market 

share, and ‘fraction’ is the change in the market share per unit of gap. Influence of other 

players in the market is assumed to be unchanging throughout the simulation period. 

Following relationships are used in the model: 

indorder = mkts*potmark/100/12  (13) 

backlog(t) = backlog(t - dt) + (order - delivery) * dt   (With INIT backlog=650) (14) 

order = indorder/tgor  (15) 

delivery = shipment  (16) 

deship = backlog/dslt   (17) 

desprod = indorder  (18) 
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Legend: 

 
expq: Customers’ quality 

expectations 

cmkts: Change in market share 

mkts: Market share  

pmgr: Growth in market volume 

potmark: Potential market volume 

orde: Rate of incoming orders 

backlog: Backlogs 

delivery: Rate of shipment delivery  

rcqe: Change in quality 

expectations 

perceivq: Perceived quality in 

market  

gap: Gap in perceived and expected 

fraction: Fractional change per unit  

maxgap: Maximum gap for positive 

effect  

desprod: Desired production rate 

deship: Desired shipment  

shipment: Shipment  

tgor: Time delay for orders 

indorder: Indicateded orders                                                                 

Figure 2: Flow Diagram for Market Reaction to Quality 

3.4  Modeling Quality in Manufacturing Process 

The flow diagram for the manufacturing sector is shown in the Figure 3. In this sector, the 

production capacity is increasing at a constant rate to compensate the increase in demands. 

The desired production estimated from market reaction and available capacity (capacity) 

leads to ‘indicated production rate’ (ipr). After a time lag of production adjustment time 

(pat), this indicated production rate becomes actual production rate (pr):           

pr = ipr/pat (19) 

     The production rate of defective parts (dpr) depends on process capability (pcap). 

Process capability deteriorates with time if there are no prevention activities.  

Appraisal can detect and screen out defectives but cannot improve the process capability. 

     As appraisal activities are never perfect, defectives those remain cause external 

failures. Detected defectives (scraps) are internal failures. Items are processed in the form 

of work-in-process (wip). The parts leave the processing stage either as a good part (good) 

or as a defective part (dpr). The ‘wip’ is modeled as parts moving on conveyors taking 

time for processing it. The leakage fraction gives the percentage of defective items 

produced: 
 wip(t) = wip(t - dt)+(pr - good - dpr)*dt (with INIT wi =500; TRANSIT TIME = 4) (20) 

  The defect production rate (dpr) is the leakage outflow and dependent on 

process capability. The relationship between ‘dpr’ and ‘pcap’ is as follows: 

LEAKAGE FRACTION = GRAPH (pcap)  (0.00, 0.2), (0.6, 0.2), (1.20, 0.2), (1.80, 

0.169), (2.40, 0.141), (3.00, 0.12), (3.60, 0.098), (4.20, 0.081), (4.80, 0.067), (5.40, 

0.053), (6.00, 0.045), and NO-LEAK ZONE = 0 
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Process capability (pcap) is the combined effect of prevention efforts and time dependent 

deterioration process. The prevention effort (pvnef) is dependent on defect production 

rate. Prevention cost (pvnc) is the product of the prevention effort and the prevention cost 

per efforts (pvcpe). Defective parts that are detected by the appraisal activities are 

scrapped and the company derives no benefits from them. Appraisal efforts (apef) are 

assumed to be dependent on the total defective items produced (defect) in a time period. 

The relationship is established through a table function shown below 
pcap(t) = pcap(t - dt) + (rcpc - detor) * dt (With  INIT pcap = 3) (21) 

pvnef = GRAPH(dpr) (0.00, 5.75), (5.00, 6.25), (10.0, 7.75), (15.0, 10.0), (20.0, 12.3), 

(25.0, 16.0), (30.0, 20.5), (35.0, 27.3), (40.0, 33.8), (45.0, 40.5), (50.0, 48.3) 

 

pvnc = pvcpe*pvnef (22) 

apef = GRAPH(defct) (0.00, 0.00), (20.0, 4.00), (40.0, 8.50), (60.0, 15.0), (80.0, 21.5), 

(100, 31.0), (120, 41.0), (140, 54.0), (160, 68.0), (180, 82.5), (200, 99.5) 

 

The inspection process is also modeled as items moving on conveyors with leakage. 

Defect detection is the leakage fraction controlled through the appraisal activity. If the 

appraisal effort is more, then there will be more internal failures and also more appraisal 

 

Legend: 
 

capacity  Production capacity 

pcap        Process capability 

wip        Work-in-Process  

apc          Appraisal cost  

pvc         Prevention cost  

intfc         Internal failure cost  

extf          External failure cost  

ipr            Indicated prodn. rate 

imeffort   Improvement effort  

pcap        Process capability 

tqc          Total Quality cost 

wip         Work in process  

detor       Deterioration rate  

tta           Time to adjust target  

dpr          Defect production rate  

dund      Defect undetected 

dumout  Outgoing defects 

despro     Desired production  

capacity  Production capacity 

pr           Production rate 

rcpc       Change in Process capability 

dpr        Defect production rate rate 

defect    Defective parts produced 

rcpvc      Increase in prevention cost 

pat         Time to adjust production 

ucexf     Unit cost/ external failure 

ucif        Unit cost/ internal failure 

tqcapmc TQC as % of mfg. Cost 

fginv      Finish goods inventory 

potmark Potential market volume  

fginv      Finish-goods inventory 

Figure 3: Flow Diagram for Quality in Manufacturing Process 
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costs. The external failure is proportional to the number of defective parts that pass 

through the inspection process, which is related to the leakage fraction (number of parts 

detected). Cost per external failure is more than the cost per internal failure. A ratio of 5:3 

between external and internal failure is taken as appropriate in the present case. The total 

quality cost (tqc) is the sum of appraisal cost (apc), failure cost (fc), and prevention (pvnc) 

costs. The tqc can also be expressed as percentage of manufacturing cost. 
tqc = apc+fc+pvnc (23) 

tqcapmc = tqc*100/(pr*12) (24) 

4.   Validation of the Model Developed 

In order to validate the model developed, first it is run with the historical data on 

prevention and appraisal costs from the bearing company. The simulation results of the 

quality costs are compared with the actual past data of the company. The details are 

shown in Figure 5. Statistical analyses were carried out to see the fit between the historical 

and the simulated data sets. Theil's U inequality index, a commonly used statistic in 

system dynamics studies [22], shows a low value of 0.15 suggesting closeness of the 

historical and the simulation data. Apart from that, correlation was 0.78, R square value 

was 0.68 and Variation was 0.18. The closeness of the two sets of data helps in calibrating 

the model.  Simulation runs with the model are carried out next.   
 

Year Historical 

Data 

Simulated 

Result 

1993 11.4 14.5 

1994 11.58 12.00 

1995 8.99 12.25 

1996 12.48 11.90 

1997 13.25 11.8 

1998 10.2 10.00 

1999 8.46 8.20 

2000 6.7 6.6 
 

Figure 5: Historical and Simulated Cost of Quality Values 

5.   Policy Experimentation 

5.1 Policy 1: No Quality Effort Policy 

When there is no quality effort, TQC equals the external failure cost. As prevention is 

absent, the cause of quality problems are not eliminated and the system deteriorates with 

time to produce more defects. Lack of appraisal actions allows the parts to go to the 

market without any check. So, both prevention and appraisal costs are not there. For this 

purpose, the investment loops and connections in the model (manufacturing process) are 

removed. Other parameters remain same. We are interested in the variable related to 

quality cost, quality improvement, and the business results. Figure 6 shows the following: 

(a) Quality costs in absolute terms, and (b) TQC as % of manufacturing costs. The plots 

show that the entire quality cost is that of external failure – which is beyond 25% of 

manufacturing cost and increasing further. The maximum quality cost is Rs. 1450 Lakh.    
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Figure 6(a): Quality Costs  Figure 6(b): TQC as Percentage of 

Manufacturing Cost  

5.2  Policy 2: Only Appraisal 

The appraisal activities can detect the nonconformance of the products to the 

specifications and sort them out before delivery to the customer. This way, it is possible to 

reduce external failures at the cost of internal failures. In the absence of prevention 

activities, production of defectives will grow requiring more appraisal activities. The 

results of simulation run for policy 2 are shown in Figures 7(a) and (b). The plots show 

that external failure increases to a point and decreases thereafter. The total quality cost is 

beyond 20% of manufacturing cost and is increasing further (maximum Rs. 1250 Lakh).   

  
Figure 7(a): Quality Costs  Figure 7(b): TQC as Percentage of Manufacturing 

Cost 

5.3  Policy 3: Combined Policy of Both Prevention and Appraisal 

The policy 3 is the most general case where all the cost categories are present. The results 

are shown in Figures 8 (a) and (b). The plots show that external failure increases to a point 

and decreases thereafter. The total quality cost decreases to a low of 6.5% of 

manufacturing cost. The maximum quality cost is Rs. 450 Lakh.   

5.4  Policy 4: Prevention Efforts Only  

In this policy, investment is made only in prevention activities. Due to this the processes 

improves gradually to eliminate the causes of quality problems. The products are allowed 

to go without appraisal checking. The results of policy 4 are shown in Figures 9(a) and (b) 

below. The plots show that external failure increases to a point and decreases thereafter. 
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The total quality cost first increases to 9% of the manufacturing cost and then decreases to 

a low value. The maximum quality cost is Rs. 350 Lakh.   

 
 

Figure 8(a): Quality Costs in Combined Policy Figure 8(b): TQC as Percentage of Manufacturing 

Cost 

 

  
Figure 9(a): Quality Costs in Policy 4 Figure 9(b): TQC as Percentage of Manufacturing 

Cost 

6.   Conclusions 

A system dynamics modeling approach of quality costs is presented. The four policies 

simulated can be thought of as the evolution of quality management in industry. At 

present both prevention and appraisal costs are important to fulfill the overall objectives 

of business. The policy of ‘no quality efforts’ has only academic interest. Only appraisal is 

not possible because of natural degradation of all processes with time. The process with 

increasing defects generation has to be stopped. The policy with only prevention is a 

future possibility. When the process is automated with numerical controls, then appraisal 

will be unnecessary. The policy with both prevention and appraisal activities have been 

investigated further as it is the best policy.  The policy experimentations show the effect 

of prevention and appraisal activities on failure costs. In the present situation both 

categories of activities are important. It is always better to consider their effects separately 

in quality cost models.  The striking result of the simulation is that there should be a 

minimum required investment in appraisal and prevention. From that it is necessary to 

increase the prevention investment and decrease the investment on appraisal. If the 

decrease in appraisal investment is not possible for practical considerations, at least it 

should be kept at a constant level.  

     The model can be extended with details showing effects of raw materials, training, and 

level of technology. The benefits of investing in quality in terms of return-on-investment 

along with sales revenue can also be represented to make it more realistic.  
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